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MEMORANDUM
To: Brad Orr November 10, 2011

From: Mike Reynolds File: M1111-1

Subject: Magic Leg0 Ideas and Recommendations

This memo provides ideas and recommendations for a preliminary cruise, “Leg0,” for the arm magic shipboard
deployment of the amf2 instrument suite.

About the Leg0 Cruise.

After meetings with Horizon it was decided that Magic personnel would ride the ship for one round trip circuit
from Long Beach to Honolulu.

The Horizon ship S.S. SPIRIT leaves Long Beach every two weeks, usually on Friday morning early. It sails to
Honolulu at speeds of about 20 kts and the trip takes about five days. It remains in Honolulu for two days then
sails home, at 15 kts, for a precise 14 day cycle. It would arrive in Long Beach on Wednesday. Because of the
importance of the cruise to the amf2 installation, it was decided that the optimum time for the cruise would
be Jan 13–26, 2012.

Figure 1: Wind flow over a ship produces a com-
plex airstream pattern with areas of overspeed-
ing and direction distortion. Accurate estimates
of oceanic heat flux require highly accurate mea-
surements of winds, temperature, humidity. The
height of the measurements is also of importance.
Without a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
modeling effort, it is necessary to make redundant
measurements from different locations in order to
assess the severity of flow distortion.

Goals of the Leg0 Cruise.

Time is limited. From now we have nine (9) weeks to define the measurements and hardware required, procure
and/or assimilate all hardware, and transport everything to Long Beach for installation in port. installation
must take less than one day. A reasonable set of goals are as follows:

1. To provide a general familiarity of ship operations, weather, and operation conditions.

2. Evaluate ship motion at several locations on the ship.

3. Establish a balloon launch strategy.

4. Evaluate wind blocking and air flow around the ship.

5. Become familiar with all aspects of the ship as a platform for our instrumentation.
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Ship Motion Measurements

A good working knowledge of the motions and vibrations to which amf2 instrumentation will be subjected is
valuable. Many different motions are common to shipboard installations. Vibrations from the engines and from
the ship propellors are usually in the frequency range near 4 Hz. Vibrations can make considerable trouble on
unsecured electronics. Ship motions include rotations (pitch, roll, yaw) and linear motions (sway, surge and
heave). Ship motion from the wave field has periods in the 5–10 second range. This motion is sometimes refered
to as “rocking.” A mean of all rotational motion over many wave periods results in a mean tilt that can be
several degrees. The mean tilt depends on wind forcing or ballast (fuel or cargo) changes. It changes throughout
the cruise.

Different instruments are sensitive some or all of these motions. We would hope to be able to gain some idea of
the motions they will incur over the the year at sea. Since this cruise will take place in the winter, we hope to
get a worst-case sample of ship motion.

Motion is different at different locations on a ship. For instance, a roll rotation has much different accelerations
at the deck and high on the mast. Accelerations at the top of the mast are significantly greater than the motions
near the ship’s center of buoyancy. If the ship dimensions are accurately known, it is possible to use matrix
manipulations to compute the motions at one location from measurements at another. This is true in theory
and has been attempted on research cruises with limited success.

The magic installation will have many motion and tilt sensitive instruments widley separated. These include
solar sensors, active level tables, steerable radars, and other radiometers. A high quality inertial navigation
sensor (ins) will be mounted in the Operations Van ops. It would be desirable to use that measurement and
compute motions at different locations. We propose for Leg0 to deploy 2–3 ins instruments at several locations
and use these measurements to develop algorithms for computing motion at any other location.

Wind Measurements

Flow distortion around the ship hull can be extreme. It depends on the relative wind speed and direction and
to a lesser extent on the ship motion. Wind affects balloon launches (see below), the stress on instrumentation,
aerosol measurements, and estimates of air-sea energy flux.

When a ship moves in a wind field the observer on board feels an “apparent” wind. The apparent wind can
come from any direction. When the apparent wind comes from behind, a following wind, it brings exhaust from
the stacks. This will be a problem for aerosol instrumentation. Captain McCarthy told us that following winds
occured occasionally, especially during the westward transit when the ship is heading down the trade winds.

As winds flow over the superstructure, streamline compression produces overspeeding by as much as 25%.
Also, a wind measurement or air sample might be more representative of air from a different height than the
measurement. On the lee side of the ship, air flow tends downward and pockets of dead air form. The downward
wake flow can cause trouble for balloon launches and kites and it is not unusual for them to be driven down in
the water.

A cfd analysis of the wind flow around the ship (see figure ), can be very expensive (≈$100K) and it only covers
one or two wind cases. Small changes of apparent wind speed and direction can result in much different wind
flow patterns. Thus while cfd analysis can point out problems, it does not provide an exhaustive description
of wind patterns.

It is better to take multiple wind measurements during the cruise from different locations and then compare
the measurements. This is the recommended plan.
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Faux Balloon System

The wind flow around the ship superstructure can cause problems with balloon launches. To avoid collisions
with ship structure the balloon is launched from a lee rail. If the downdraft is too large or the balloon ascent
rate is too low, there is a chance the balloon payload will strike the sea surface. Balloon systems include a
pay-out spool that increases the tether length in the first minutes of the launch. If the pay-out is too rapid and
the balloon is in a downdraft, then an ocean dunk is possible.

We have identified two places from which to launch balloons: either from the aft fantail of the ship, into the
slip stream behind the ship or on the bridge deck. A launch from the fantail area, with a forward wind will
avoid superstructure collisions. However, the launch height is close to the water and increases the likelyhood of
a dunk.

The bridge deck is forward, and conveniently located with the instrument vans. From this location we would
be assured of good radio reception during the crucial first minutes of the launch. The bridge deck is our first
choice for a launch site.

For Leg0 it is recommended that we bring launch (say) twelve (12) test balloons with dummy payloads. This
would require three cylinders of He, balloons, parachutes, pay-out spools, and a dummy payload. The dummy
payload could be made of a water balloon, sand-filled paper bag, or other, hopefully biodegradable, design.

Sea Surface Temperature

The sea surface temperature (sst) is crucial to the estimation of surface heat flux. Leg0 is a good opportunity
to evaluate several sst instruments that might be used during the cruise.

We (Reynolds) is hoping to bring an isar (Infrared Sea Surface Temperature Autonomous Radiometer) that will
provide highly accurate skin temperature measurements. The instruments are owned by the Univ. of Miami.
A loan agreement will be necessary but this should not be a hurdle.

The isar takes 10-minute averages of sst to < ±0.1 ◦C accuracy.

A second possibility for obtaining sst measurements during magic is a simple IRT system used by amf2. Leg0
is a good opportunity to try out this instrument and to compare it to the isar.

A third comparison is the ship cooling water temperature. The cooling water intake is several meters below
the surface so a measurement here is complicated by solar warming of the surface layer. The intake water
temperature readout has a resolution of only 1◦F (0.6◦C). We will record this temperature hourly during the
cruise as a comparison.

http://www.rmrco.com/prod/isar
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Expected Hardware

Table 1: A table of equipment that are needed for the effort outlined in this memo. This table is not complete but
should cover the most obvious hardware.

item description

ins system Standalone ins system from amf2 . This can be packaged with data
logger (laptop) and UPS for power stability.

Secondary ins We will procure or borrow one or more other motion sensors for the
cruise. These will require data logging capability. One can be integrated
into the ISAR DAQ. We can use small dedicated PC’s or available data
loggers.

Faux sondes Helium and equipment for 12 faux balloon launches, more if possible.

isar An isar instrument with data acquisition system (DAQ) including Irid-
ium SBD telemetry will be available. We are currently requesting the
Univ. of Miami for this loan, and expect it will not be a problem.

WXT sensors We would like to make wind measurements from two locations near the
top of the ship mast. Mike Ritsche and I both like the Vaisala WXT
all-in-one weather stations. They are small, digital, accurate, and cost
effective. I have used these instruments in many ship applications and
had excellent results. These could be mounted at the top platform of
the mast at each end of an aluminum scaffolding tube. During in port
times the sensors can be placed side by side and compared then moved
apart during the transits.

Conclusion

The above scope seems to be about right for a Leg0 with the goals we have. Preparation time is short so the
project here will be a challenge but is possible. The following schedule seems about right:

1 Dec – Procure and receive all major components.

1 Jan – Subsystems are operating and collecting data.

9 Jan – All equipment arrives in Long Beach for final assembly and integration.

12 Jan – Load the ship. Depart 13 Jan.

26 Jan – Disembark. Data report.

It occurs to me that this will be perfect timing for a poster for the ASR Science Meeting in March.


